Hello Everyone
Here is another quiz, this one is probably better to do on a Bike
As it is quite a long way
It starts at the entrance to Crane park from the Meadway
Opposite kneller Gardens.
1. Look at the notice Board at the entrance “River Crane Walk”
How far in Miles and KMS are they Developing paths beside rivers and Canals.
From here Cycle or Walk into the park using the path
2 You come to a wooden seat made out of a log, there is a carving of a Heron
Carved into the seat. How many sh can you see?
Continue until you get to the rst crossing across the river
This is a crossroads of footpaths, turn left across the River
Then immediately right
3. There is a sign as you start on this footpath this used to be a site of a large house called
Fulwell Lodge, who lived in this house between 1913 to 1932?
Continue following along this side of the river until you get to 2 bridges , turn right over
The bridge back to the main path and then turn left.
4, There is another wooden seat made from a log what type of birds are painted on this
Seat
Continue following the river towards the path under the bridge and road
5.

There is a sign as the path splits what does the sign say

6.

Go under the First bridge , there is a a bench what does Richard do on this Bench?

7

Go on under the 2nd bridge what is the max height that ts under the bridge

Follow this path to where it meets the main path signposted towards the Shot Tower
8. At the shot tower go over to the 2 Millstones on the ground in the centre
It states what they were used for. What ingredients were ground together
9.

Go over to the notice board the nature reserve / island was once a ‘huge’ what?

10. Using a pencil and paper Do a brass rubbing of the of the powder mill
Now continue towards HANWORTH ROAD
11. As you pass the grassed area (which used to be a putting green)on the main path there is a
seat who is it in loving memory of?
Now go up to the HANWORTH ROAD and turn left, cross the river and turn left again
Into the park, but now on the other side of the river (if you do park run it’s the reverse of that)
12. Continue along the path for quite a way, on your right is a hollow shape made out of
chicken wire, what is it the shape of?

fi

fi

There are remains of a building/wall what colour has it been painted.

fi

13.

Continue on heading back towards the A316 , if allowed have a go on the swings but
Make sure you sanitise your hands afterwards
14. Now you come out of the park and turn left heading across the river
On the A316 What towns are Richmond upon Thames twinned with.?

ff

fi

I have nished it here so depending on where you live you can either go back
The same way ending at kneller gardens (not sure if cafe open for takeaways)
Again this can be ticked o as part of your local community badge
And you will get 2 Polos when we return to Cubs face to face.
Akela

